SATBUSS Minutes, December 13th 2023

Attending: Oliver Krancher, Irina Papazu, Jens Christian Felumb, Sebastian Butler, Alexander Senderovitz, Anna Elizabeth Thomsen, Louise Klitgaard Torntoft, Anne Jensen (secretary)

- Approval of agenda
  - Approved.

- Welcome to our new group of student representatives for 2024
  - Brief introduction to SAT Business (SATBUSS)
  - Representative for Board of Studies in 2024
  - Thank you to Sebastian, Fie, Jens and Emil for your input and commitment in 2023

- News from Board of Studies – should we continue with this item?
  - Yes, we will continue with this item.
  - The minor changes suggested for DIM’s curriculum, implementing green competencies, was approved with a small word change. “Planetary boundaries” was changed to “environmental boundaries of the planet”.
  - BoS discussed the new guidelines for Generative AI.
    - The new guidelines have been sent to the teachers. They will be communicated to the students in January 2024. This delay in information for the students is to avoid any misunderstandings or confusion in the current exam period.
    - The guidelines will take effect in Spring 2024.

- News from the programmes
  - GBI
    - Revision of courses for the new study structure for GBI from 2024 is ongoing. Currently working on the Global Project Management course.
    - Green competency profile is still a work in progress for GBI. Oliver is talking to course managers about implementing green competencies in GBI’s courses.
    - The supervisor allocation is finished, but there are still changes being made to the allocation.
    - HoSPs has talked to the Dean of Education, Pernille Rydén, about an inclusive study environment.
• GBI does not seem to have a lot of issues in this regard, but one area of focus could be to avoid having gender-stereotypical division of tasks when working in groups.
• Oliver did a survey in one course to ask about what tasks the students take on in a group and the results showed that there were no gender-stereotypical division of tasks in their groups (33 students answered). There was a good balance between what tasks female and male students contribute with.
• Student comments:
  • There seems to be a good way of working in groups at GBI.
  • Consider having the TAs make the groups on courses, so they make sure there are a good diversity within the groups.
• DIM
  • In process of hiring teachers for DIM and GBI’s new cybersecurity summer course, Managing Risk in IT and Cybersecurity.
• ILM
  • Not attending
• AOB
  • Meetings for Spring 2024 will be planned in January.